
jot storage systems





space saving storage.
uniquely versatile storage  

system with 6'', 9'' 12'' and 15''
drawers, hinged doors
and combination units

 

introducing jot
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jot
Jot Combination Unit and Jot Side Filer



6 Jot Combination Unit with Contrasting Slotted Shelves



Jot is a versatile storage range  
with side filers, hinged doors  

and combination units. Available 
with 6", 9", 12" or 15" drawer or 

flipper compartments and  
individual or central locking
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Jot Hiinged door and Side Filer Combination Unit
Jot Flipper and Side Filer Combination Unit
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Choice of hinged door, side filers, or combination units.
Combination units feature drawers with either flippers, hinged 
doors or shelving.
6", 9", 12" or 15" drawers.
Central locking or individually locking mechanisms.
Efficient storage capacity with 937mm of filing width per shelf 
(for a 1000mm unit).
Anti-tilt mechanism as standard.
Hinged door storage with 110 degree opening for easy access.
Full range of components including plain shelves, slotted 
shelves, lateral plain shelves with integrated suspension rails, 
lateral suspended filing rails, side-to-side filing rail, front-to-back 
filing rail or coat shelves (see back of brochure for details).

Standard heights: 695mm, 720mm, 740mm, 997mm, 1073mm, 
1302mm, 1607mm, 1912mm.
Depth: 500mm.
Widths: 800mm or 1000mm.
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jot
Jot is a unique and flexible storage range which allows various 
drawer depths and independent locking mechanisms.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Top Image: Jot Combination storage with flipper and side filer compartments.
Bottom Image: Jot Combination bookcase storage with 2 drawers and shelf.



11Jot Side Filer Storage with 6”, 9”, 12” or 15” drawers
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Jot is our most versatile
range with the flexibility of  

specifying of drawers, flippers,  
hinged doors and shelves  

within a unit 

Jot can be fitted with cushion pads 
for perching



technicallets get a little

RANGE
Jot storage range includes 
hinged doors units, multi-depth 
side filers with optional central 
locking or individual locking 
compartments, combination 
storage with side filer drawers 
at the bottom and either hinged 
door or flipper compartments at 
the top. The range also features 
a standalone bookcase with 
side filers at the bottom of the 
unit.

CARCASS & CONSTRUCTION
18 gauge steel with a double 
skin  formation for rigidity. 
Monocoque frame. “Letterbox” 
handle which is designed  
ergonomically to allow finger 
entry to the side of the handles.

Hinged doors: Double skinned. 
3 hinged per side, designed for 
120 degree opening ensuring 
clear access space for users.

Side Filers: Drawer boxes are 
full height to the front, back 
and sides allowing the drawer 
to be used as a filing frame, 
divided drawer or storage bin. 
Drawer boxes are formed from 
20 gauge steel and are painted 
black. Each front has two label 
holders.

RECYCLABILITY &  
WARRANTY
Jot Storage is 94% recyclable. 
The Freestor range is supplied 
with a 10 year warranty.
 

WORKSURFACES
Selected Jot units are  
available with a 25mm MFC 
top to compliment desking 
ranges. All our MFC’s are 
FSC®- C015991 certified. Our 
materials meet British standard 
476 class 1 surface spread 
of flame, and E1 European 
standards on Formaldehyde 
emissions. Bespoke cladding 
can also be supplied, please 
contact a Flexiform  
representative on 01274 
706206 for more information. 

AFTERCARE
Due to their resistant surfaces, 
our worktops do not require 
any special maintenance. For 
light soiling, clean with a paper 
towel, soft clean cloth (dry/
damp) or sponge. If using a 
damp cloth, dry the surface 
with an absorbent paper towel 
or microfiber cloth. For normal 
soiling, clean with warm water, 
a clean rag, microfiber cloth, 
soft sponge or soft brush. 
Use non-abrasive domestic 
cleaners, remove all traces of 
cleaning agent with fresh water, 
and dry the surface with an 
absorbent cloth or paper towel.  

DIMENSIONS
Jot storage is 500mm deep 
throughout the range. Each 
unit is available as 800mm 
and 1000mm. Our Jot range is 
available from 695mm high to 
1920mm high, please see each 
ranges specification guide for 
more details. 
 

COMPONENTS
Jot units are available with a 
plain shelf, slotted shelf, pigeon 
holes, lateral filing rail, lateral  
suspended filing rail with plain 
shelf, front-to-back filing rail 
and side-to-side filing rail.  
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technical
Plain Shelf
Ideal for storing Lever Arch Files, boxes 
and miscellaneous items.

Lateral Plain Shelf with Fixed Rail
This shelf stores items like a traditional 
plain shelf, but can also store suspension 
files on the rail under the shelf, providing 
greater flexibility.

Side-to-Side Filing
Suitable for drawers only, allows for  
suspending files side-to-side. 

Slotted Shelf
For use with dividers, a slotted shelf is 
useful for items that lack rigidity such as 
magazines, shelf files and wallets.

Lateral Suspended Filing Rails
For fixed side-to-side suspension files.

Pigeon Hole Shelf
Suitable for traditional pigeon holes for 
internal mail or storing A4 and A5 forms or 
literature.

Front-to-Back Filing
Suitable for drawers only, allows for  
suspending files front-to-back in 2 rows. 

JOT COMPONENTS
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YORKSHIRE HQ
Flexiform
1392 Leeds Road
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD3 7AE

t: 01274 706206

LONDON
Flexiform
1st Floor
45 Gee Street
London
EC1V 3RS

t: 02033 010436

SCOTLAND
Flexiform
2B Young Square 
Brucefield Industry Park 
Bellsquarry, Livingston 
EH54 9BX  

t: 01506 416410

www.flexiform.co.uk

Company Registration Number: 02542123

Find us online:


